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5.4.1 General Company Information
5.4.1.1 Indicate what year the company was founded?
5.4.1.2 Describe the ownership structure.
5.4.1.3 Indicate if any of your owners are: HRIS or Payroll Vendor, Insurance   Broker/Consultant, Insurance Carrier. If so, who are they?
5.4.1.4 What is your total number of W-2 employees?
5.4.1.5 What is the name(s) of your product(s) / service(s)? Indicate what enrollment platform you are using --proprietary or outside reseller.
5.4.1.6 Indicate the physical location(s) of where work is performed.
5.4.1.7 What do you consider your primary business?
5.4.1.8 What are the three most important features that distinguish your services from your competitors?
5.4.1.9 What size employer is your target client?
5.4.1.10 What is the total number of employer clients that you have for the services you are proposing? 
5.4.1.11 What is the total number of employee records being managed on your enrollment system?
5.4.1.12 What is your average size client?
5.4.1.13 What is your smallest size client?
5.4.1.14 What is your largest size client?
5.4.1.15 How many clients do you have with less than 500 lives
5.4.1.16 How many client do you have between 501 and 1,000 lives
5.4.1.17 How many client do you have between 1,001 and 5,000 lives
5.4.1.18 How many clients do you have over 5,000 lives
5.4.1.19 How many new clients did you implement in 2014?  What number of lives enrolled for those new clients represented?
5.4.1.20 How many clients did you lose in 2014? Indicate why.
5.4.1.21 Please indicate the future direction of your platform and services including planned functionality and high level timeframes
5.4.2 Enrollment Functionality 
5.4.2.1 How does the system support dual Year processing?  Can you handle multiple open enrollment periods?
5.4.2.2 Describe how new hire and life event changes that occur during the open enrollment period and after the open enrollment period through the end of the plan year are supported.
5.4.2.3 Describe how required changes to rates, coverage, and/or eligibility caused by the passage of time (temporal processing) is supported.  Please include a list of the types of events (i.e. student status age out, age reduction)
5.4.2.4 Describe how transactions can be pended for employer approval.
5.4.2.5 Describe how passive or active enrollments can be supported including enforcement of waived coverages.
5.4.2.6 Can answers to dependent status verification questions drive dependent enrollment?
5.4.2.8 Describe the Automated alerts for both employees and employer on changes / communications to their plan.  Include any formats needed by the employer / employee to include.
5.4.2.9 Describe any educational tools you have for both employees and the employer.
5.4.2.11 Describe any tracking of wellness activities and how this information would be communicated back to both the employee / employer.
5.4.2.14 Describe any audit or reconciliation tools to ensure the employer has a correct eligibility / bill.
5.4.2.16 Describe any benefit comparison tools you have in the decision process for employees in selection coverage.
5.4.2.17 Describe how COBRA is supported for both terminations and COBRA qualifying events within the system utilizing an outside COBRA vendor
5.4.2.19 Describe any payroll calendar functionality in place to support a 26 payroll calendar for flexible spending account enrollment?
5.4.2.20 Does the system track and enforce rules related to combined basic and voluntary plan maximum and guarantee issue amounts?
5.4.2.22 Does the system support variable rates for Tobacco/Nicotine rates.
5.4.2.23 Does the system support beneficiary designations on line?
5.4.3 Items related to Payroll calculations
5.4.3.1 Does the system accommodate multiple payroll cycles?  
5.4.3.2 Describe the payroll calendar functionality and what transactions it supports for the payroll deduction file
5.4.3.3 Describe how you support arrears processing and the ability to generate an alert/email to notify Benefit Specialist
5.4.4 Items related to Data Tracking Information
5.4.4.1 Describe how you support address validation
5.4.5 Self Service Functionality
5.4.5.1 Employee Capabilities:
5.4.5.1.1 Describe employee login process including how initial logins and passwords are set up and how they are distributed to employees.   Include information on supporting alternate ID#s
5.4.5.1.3 Describe how a self-registration process works
5.4.5.1.4 Please describe in general from login to confirmation the online enrollment process for open enrollment and new hire enrollment.  
5.4.5.1.5 Describe in general from notification to confirmation the online enrollment process for life events.  Include a description of all possible ways to initiate the transactions. 
5.4.5.1.6 Provide a list of all of the items an employee can view during the enrollment process.  Indicate which of these items are configurable for viewing. 
5.4.5.1.7 Provide a list of all of the actions that an employee can take through a year and indicate which of these items are configurable.
5.4.5.1.8 Describe in detail all automated notification capabilities and how they can be configured
5.4.5.1.9 Describe how multiple languages (Spanish) can be accommodated and which ones are currently available.
5.4.5.1.10 Describe employee survey capabilities that are available
5.4.5.1.12 Can the system produce a printable confirmation statement with custom disclosure language for mailing, pdf and email notification capabilities.
5.4.6 HR / Benefit Administrator capabilities:  
5.4.6.1 Provide a list of all of the HR/administrator functions available.  
5.4.6.2 Describe the way the system supports workflow related to obtaining required documentation for life event changes.
5.4.6.3 Please describe HR administrator system responsibilities.
5.4.6.4 Please describe the extent that role based security is configurable.
5.4.7 Reporting Capabilities: 
5.4.7.1 Describe how the reporting functionality works:
5.4.7.1.1Provide a list of standard reports.
5.4.7.2.	Describe: ad hoc reporting process.
5.4.7.3. How do you handle ACA reporting (6055/6056 and 1094/1095c)?  Is there an additional charge for this function? If so, please describe
5.4.7 Implementation and ongoing support
5.4.8.1 Ongoing support
5.4.8.1.1 Describe in detail the qualifications and roles and responsibilities of the team that will be assigned for ongoing support. Indicate if the implementation team is the same as the ongoing support team --If not, how do you manage a smooth transition from one to another?
5.4.7.2 Describe how you support clients ongoing including regularly scheduled meetings, and open issues management processes.  Include your support teams standard expected response time and standard hours of support.
5.4.8.2 Enhancement processes
Is workflow integrated in your software? 
5.4.8.2.2 How is an enhancement request, submitted by a client, tracked from initial request through production release?  Define the approval process between project phases and estimated timelines. 
5.4.8.2.3 What is the communication strategy to keep a client apprised of enhancement work progress/status?
5.4.8.3 New Client  Implementations
5.4.8.3.1 Describe your standard new client implementation process including standard timeline and implementation team structure.  
5.4.8.3.2 Describe in detail the qualifications and roles and responsibilities of the team that will be assigned should you be awarded the contract.
5.4.8.3.3 Include any implementation documentation that you utilize.
5.4.8.3.4 Describe the staging process for new clients to go from configuration to live.
5.4.8 Data Transfer Capabilities (EDI)
5.4.9.1 Census Data
5.4.9.1.1 Describe the import process for census information including frequency, and error process. 
5.4.9.1.2 Describe how you can support manual entry of census information. (new hires, emergency adds) Describe how the eventual file import is reconciled to avoid duplicate records
5.4.9.1 Enrollment Data
5.4.9.2.1 Describe the data transfer process to carriers/administrators including implementation, testing, frequency and error processes.  Indicate who performs which tasks.
5.4.9.1.1.1 Indicate which carriers/administrators you are currently transmitting data to.
5.4.9.1.2 Describe how you are compliant with HIPAA EDI transaction standards.
5.4.9.3.1 Describe the data transfer process to payroll systems including implementation, testing, frequency and error processes. Indicate what audit processes you have to synch up the payroll deduction file with payroll given the payroll file is a changes only file.  Indicate who performs which tasks.
5.4.10 Cost
5.4.10.1 Describe when implementation costs are to be paid?  Can they be spread over time?
5.4.10.2 When does PEPM cost start?  What enrollment count is this based on?
5.4.10.3 Describe any additional costs not included in your implementation / PEPM costs
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